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Welcome
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is an integral part of how Augean conducts 
business. The creation and maintenance of positive relationships with all our 
stakeholders and a respect for the environment are the foundations on which the 
Company is based.

We aspire not only to follow and comply with regulatory 
standards but to initiate and lead industry best practice.

Contents
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Foreword

I am pleased to introduce Augean PLC’s 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report 
for the year ending 31 December 2018 prepared 
in accordance with the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) standard for sustainability 
reporting. The purpose of this report is to enable 
our stakeholders to understand how we balance 
the financial and non-financial issues that affect 
our Company, the local communities around 
our sites and the environment within which we 
operate.

CSR is integral to how all of us in Augean 
conduct business, living our values of 
Respect, Integrity, Teamwork and Excellence. 
The creation and maintenance of positive 
relationships with all our stakeholders and a 
respect for the environment are the foundations 
on which the Company is based.

Health and safety continues to remain the 
highest priority for the Board, management and 
employees across the Group. The management 
team has progressively improved the safety 
environment by enhancing hazard recognition, 
risk evaluation and learning from incidents. 
During 2018 incidents continued to reduce and 
we maintained our low level of injuries.  The 
Board recognise the risks faced by our people, 
who work in environments moving, treating and 
disposing of hazardous waste and we have 
recently restated our commitment to health and 
safety across the business. 

Protecting the environment is not only a matter 
of compliance with permits but encompasses 
our broader responsibilities to society and future 
generations. The Group diligently monitors 
its performance in this regard, the results of 
which are regularly reported to the Board. The 

majority of our sites in England are ranked 
by the Environment Agency as Category A or 
as “Excellent” by the Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency.

While maintaining our high standard of health 
safety and environmental performance, 2018 
was a particularly commercially successful year 
for the Group.  We continued to make significant 
changes to streamline activities, enhance 
performance and focus on both cash generation 
and retention. As a result, the adjusted profit 
before tax increased 69% to £11.4m due 
to strong trading in the Group’s underlying 
business, the exit from unprofitable businesses, 
cost savings which exceeded target and good 
cash control (capex and working capital).  

The Board recognises that our business success 
commercially and in corporate stewardship is 
dependent on the quality, diligence and hard 
work of all Augean’s employees and I would like 
to take this opportunity on behalf of the Board 
to thank everyone who has contributed to the 
Group’s strong progress during a challenging 
year.  

I hope that you find this report informative and 
demonstrates that while in an exciting period of 
operational change and commercial growth, we 
have been able to sustain our standards and 
continue to seek ever more robust standards of 
corporate stewardship.

Jim Meredith
Executive Chairman

  Introduction
“Protecting the environment is not only a matter of 
compliance with permits but encompasses our broader 
responsibilities to society and future generations. ”

Jim Meredith Executive Chairman
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policy (See Appendix 1). It is realised through our 
Integrated Management System (IMS) which is 
led by the senior management team and adopted 
at all levels of operation to standards certified 
by the British Standards Institute (BSI) (OHSAS 
18001, ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and PAS 99). 

The main purpose of this report is to show how, 
whilst managing our day-to-day operations 
and developing the business, we maintain and 
improve our social responsibilities. A desire 
to maintain best-in-class standards of health, 
safety, environment and compliance drive our 
business and our teams to continue to focus 

Corporate Social Responsibility comprises two 
fundamental elements: first, the recognition 
by a Company of how it interfaces with the 
environment and its stakeholders, including the 
public, regulators, customers, employees and 
shareholders; and second, the actions taken by 
the Company to ensure that the interface results 
in a positive relationship with stakeholders and 
the environment, in a way that is consistent with 
sustainable business and development. 

At Augean the relationship is promoted through 
clearly stated Company values (see below) together 
with the health, safety, environment and quality 

                                                                                     As demonstrated
Our Values We at Augean believe in...                               by our behaviours

Consistently demonstrating these behaviours will deliver our commitment to:
Putting Safety and Compliance before Profit

Introduction

                                                                                                                            Introduction

“The main purpose of this report is to show how, whilst managing our 
day-to-day operations and developing the business, we maintain and 
improve our social responsibilities. ”

Dr Gene Wilson Director of Corporate Stewardship 
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on our on-going development. We believe that 
by delivering high standards we can also deliver 
business growth and profit for our shareholders. 
This is underpinned by a business strategy 
aimed at improving and modernising the United 
Kingdom’s (UK) specialist waste infrastructure and 
providing new, more, sustainable solutions to our 
customers.  

This is the fourteenth annual CSR report prepared 
by Augean and is for the calendar year 2018.  
For the fifth year running this CSR report has 
been prepared “in accordance” with the GRI G4 
Guidelines at Application level C and includes 
the core disclosures for sustainability reporting 
(See Table 1).  The adoption of the GRI approach 
promotes structured progress in our sustainability 
reporting.

Our CSR Report is a record of our Company 
performance and how we are working together 
to improve performance in respect of Company 
values, health and safety, the environment and 
within our local communities. This annual exercise 
is a valuable discipline to help us demonstrate 
our commitment to sustainability and responsible 
care, evaluate our performance against stated 
objectives and provide focus on our aspirations for 
the year ahead.  

I hope that you will find the report informative. We 
have endeavoured to provide a comprehensive 
and straightforward account of our activities and 
we would welcome your views on how successful 
we have been. My contact details are given below.  
Please feel free to contact me personally to let us 
know where we have succeeded in meeting your 
expectations and where we can improve.

Dr Gene Wilson
Director of Corporate Stewardship

genewilson@augeanplc.com
Tel: 01937 844980
www.augeanplc.com/csr

                                                                                                                            Introduction



2018 at a Glance
                                                                                                                            Introduction

16 UK LOCATIONS

OUR BUSINESS

m	15 UK Locations
m	Safely managed 718,702 t hazardous 
 and 10,835t radioactive waste

24,110t
recycled or value 

recovered

9,950t
hazardous materials 

destroyed

OUR PEOPLE



                                                                                                                            Introduction

OUR ENVIRONMENT OUR COMMUNITY

Total 
Sponsorship

£652,244
Community 
Investments

m	Local expenditure £23.8m
m	Open Door Policy
m	Biannual newsletter

80ha managed for 
biodiversity

NO
Pollution
Incidents

m	10 out of 12 English sites 
complaince band A or 
B and all Scottish sites 
Excellent

Priorites: Safety, Compliance, Profit

£0.50m 

2016

£0.54m 

2016

£0.56m

2018

£462 
per head 
training

m	119 training hours per 
head

2% 
median gender 
pay gap

16 health and 
safey summits

OUR PEOPLE
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This is a report prepared for our stakeholders; 
that is our shareholders, our customers, our local 
communities, our regulators, our supply chain 
and our employees.  It is your report.  In this 
section we explain how the report was prepared, 
how we selected the information to present and 
how the report is structured.

To determine the appropriate content of 
this report it was necessary to undertake a 
scoping exercise.  We have first reviewed our 
stakeholders and their interests.  From this 
process we have identified the primary areas 
in which aspects of our Company performance 
and actions have the potential to have an effect.  
We have then considered whether the impacts 
are material and whether their effects might be 
significant. Based on this a range of information 
and indicators have been selected for publication.  

It is an important principle of the GRI that the 
relevant disclosures should be identified through 
the Company’s stakeholders.  Our stakeholders 
have been identified over the life of the Company 
with whom we have developed a range of 
communication and feedback mechanisms (See 
Box 1).  

Our shareholders have a direct interest in our 
financial success but are strongly influenced 
by how we conduct business in terms of 
sustainability and our ethics.  

Our customers are primarily seeking the high 
quality of our services and products, but many 
will only contract with Augean if matched 
with high standards of health, safety and 
environmental management.  

Our communities seek assurance of the 
continued control of emissions to the environment 
and minimisation of amenity impact.  

Our principal regulators are the Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE), the Environment Agencies and 
Planning Authorities. Their interests are defined 
in statute and through regulatory duty.  

Our employees are our most important 
stakeholder.  It is they who deliver our standards 
and our performance that affects all other 
stakeholders.  They are committed to the 
Company’s success but seek good safe working 
conditions together with fair and equitable 
treatment and reward. 

Based on our stakeholder feedback the 
main aspect categories of the Company 
that are reported are economic, social and 
environmental.  To determine the specific aspects 
and subsequently the appropriate disclosures 
and indicators for the Company to report, it is 
necessary to consider what material is. Material 
aspects are those that reflect the organisation’s 
significant economic, environmental and 
social impacts; or substantively influence the 
assessments and decisions of stakeholders. The 
materiality or significance of an aspect has been 
determined by reference to the following sources:

• Specific feedback from stakeholders
• Regulatory requirements
• Industry sector standards and guidance
• The aspects evaluation necessary for the IMS 

standards
• Reports prepared by customers and 

competitors
• Potential impacts identified through 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of 
specific projects

Your Report
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Having determined the material aspects, a selection 
of disclosures and sustainability indicators have 
been made which we believe provides a picture of 
Augean’s commitment to social responsibility and 
sustainability.  Where relevant we have aligned the 
indicators with those recommended in the GRI but 
we have also included additional indicators which 
better reflect our sector (Reference: Indicating 
Right: Performance Indicators for the Waste 
Management Sector. Green Alliance 2004), the 

specifics of Augean’s business and stakeholders’ 
feedback.

This report is in two parts.  In Part 1 we explain 
the achievements, challenges and objectives for 
delivery of our CSR in respect of our business, our 
people, our communities and our environment.  In 
Part 2 we provide the specific disclosures and data 
collected in respect of our indicators to demonstrate 
our performance.

 
Shareholders Augean Annual General Meeting
 Face to face meetings with shareholders
 Feedback sought by our brokers and advisors
 Site visits by shareholders

Customers Direct feedback seeking
 Customer feedback questionnaire 
 Customer Duty of Care audits
 Trade Associations and industry working groups

Local Communities Community newsletter
 Company website
 Consultation e-mail address and helpline telephone number
 Bi-annual community liaison meetings
 Open door policy for all operating sites
 Application engagement
 Maintenance of stakeholder register

Regulators and government Regulatory inspections and Audits 
 Environment Agency bi-annual account management 
 Direct engagement
 Trade Associations and institutes

Employees Augean Update monthly newsletter
 Working Groups and User Groups
 Quarterly Safety Summit meetings
 Quarterly Compliance Review board meetings
 Director Engagement Visits
 Daily operation meetings at all sites
 Health and Safety committee meetings held at all sites
 

Box 1: Principal communication and feedback mechanisms with stakeholders 

 Stakeholder Mechanisms
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED

WHAT’S NEXT

Adjusted revenue increased by 
22% to £68.8m (2017 £56.3m)    

Adjusted profit before taxation 
increased 69% to £11.4m (2017: 
£6.8m) 

Net cash position of £8.2m 
at year end (2017 net debt of 
£10.8m) 

Excellent progress on business 
optimisation programme with 
cost savings exceeding target 

Full year growth in soils business 
Continued diversification in 
North Sea and opening of our 
decommissioning facility in 
Dundee Port

Divestment of underperforming 
operations 

Development of decommissioning 
facility at Dundee Port

Continued focus on cost control 
and business optimisation 

Expansion of permits and planning 
at existing sites to improve ROCE

Augean, an AIM listed public listed company 
formed in 2004, is a specialist waste and 
resource management group serving the 
hazardous waste management sector, the oil 
and gas industry and nuclear and radioactives 
sector operating at locations across the UK from 
Avonmouth to Shetland.  

The Group is strategically positioned to provide 
strong commercial and compliance-led solutions 
in complex and legislation driven markets. 
The Group provides a wide range of services 
through its treatment, incineration, transfer, 
industrial services, landfill disposal, recovery 
and recycling capability. 

Over the past thirteen years the Group has 
developed through a cycle of stages of 
acquisition, planning and development to 
establish a specialist waste business, working in 
the hazardous wastes, radioactive waste and oil 
and gas sectors, operating to modern standards 
responding to regulatory change. 

During 2017 Augean made a number of 
changes to the business structure, this enabled 
the business to become leaner and focus on the 
core aspects of the business.  Augean moved 
from a business unit structure to a functional 
structure. 

There was continued strong performance from 
landfill and soil treatment sites and a strong 
performance from the sites of Avonmouth and 
Paisley. 

At an operational level, the Group has 
achieved a number of key strategic goals 
including securing further contracts with top-tier 
customers and a significant increase in Energy 
from Waste (EfW) volumes, reaffirming our 
integrated waste management proposition with 
our customers. It was particularly pleasing to 
see the 3x Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) 
derogation unchanged by DEFRA following 

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business

Our Business
Positioned to lead the modernisation of the 
UK specialist waste infrastructure
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almost four years of review and consultation.  
This decision validates the Group’s successful 
investment in processing solutions to generate 
the most environmentally beneficial outcomes 
for our customers. The investment in these 
core assets for the Group remains valid whilst 
we ensure that the associated cost base 
(particularly overheads) has to be balanced to 
ensure appropriate cash and profit generation.

The Augean North Sea Services (ANSS) 
facility at the Port of Dundee for the 
management of waste arising onshore from the 
decommissioning of offshore assets opened in 
June. This facility will enhance the opportunity 
for Augean to service the growing North Sea 
decommissioning market, a multi-billion-pound 
programme decommissioning hundreds of 
offshore assets which is expected to be active 
for over 20 years.

Augean North Sea Services 
The ANSS strategy is to provide Complete 
Waste Management to the Oil & Gas Industry, 
by utilising the offshore and onshore waste 
management and industrial service offerings of 
ANSS along with the disposal assets of Augean 
PLC.

The disposal assets of Augean PLC in 
hazardous and radioactive waste management, 
allow for the development up the supply chain, 
of waste and industrial services in the North Sea 
Oil & Gas market. 

ANSS specialise in the development of 
innovative solutions to manage all waste 
streams derived from North Sea exploration, 
production and decommissioning activities. 
Comprising of a head office sustained by 5 
Pollution Prevention and Control (PPC) licenced 
sites, three in Aberdeen, one in Lerwick, 
one in Dundee and one EPR licenced site in 
Great Yarmouth concentrating on oily slop 
and emulsion waste treatments along with 
specialised waste treatments and disposal, 
supported by fully trained competent and multi-
skilled workforce of over 100 specialising in; 
offshore drilling and production waste recovery 
and containment, on and offshore equipment 
decontamination and surface preparation, 
quayside marine vessel and tank cleaning, 
emergency response crews, special waste 
collection, and industrial tank cleaning. 

ANSS sites and services are augmented with a 
wide array of on and offshore rental equipment 
for waste containment operations and onshore 
industrial cleaning equipment designed to deliver 
the most efficient solutions for all waste streams 
coming from the UK Oil and Gas industry.

The ANSS strategy continues to gain traction as 
the business moves up the supply chain, dealing 
directly with Oil & Gas operators and top-tier 
customers, so providing opportunities to widen 
its service scope directly with those customers. 

Industrial Services and Chemical 
Treatment Services
Augean industrial and chemical treatment 
services undertake the treatment, recovery 
and disposal of a broad range of chemical and 
oil-based wastes, including those generated 
in the offshore oil and gas sector. Operating 
from Paisley, Port Clarence and Avonmouth 
business continues to focus on expanding its 
customer base to offer services which fully utilise 
assets providing thermal, biological, physico-

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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chemical and mechanical treatment solutions for 
domestic and offshore customers with a focus 
on generating process residues to appropriate 
specifications allowing their utilisation as 
alternative materials and sources of energy for a 
broad range of process industries. 

Industry sectors served by the business include 
ports and shipping and other large-scale 
logistics operations, primary and secondary 
process industries including chemical refining 
and processing, power generation, offshore oil 
and gas exploration and production, on land 
decommissioning and decontamination, water 
treatment and supply and materials bulk storage 
handling and distribution.

The business also provides a wide spectrum 
of industrial services capability to its customers 
through a network of strategically located 
specialist assets, operated by a dedicated 
team of experienced and skilled operational 
teams, with in-house technical support, which 
is mutually beneficial to the overall objectives 
of the business and the Group. By providing 
front end specialist services to our customers at 
their sites and operating centres, supported and 
underpinned by the division’s national treatment 
capability and strong regional presence, 
businesses working within its target sector have 
the assurance that all aspects of the services 
provided including waste treatment, recovery 
and disposal can be delivered through the 
business and the Group’s internal supply chain. 

Landfill and Soil treatment centres  
Augean’s landfill and soil treatment centres 

are strategically situated across the UK. Our 
specialist treatment and landfill assets provide 
a platform of waste services to a broad market 
including the energy, chemical, nuclear, oil & 
gas, construction and waste industries.

Augean has specialist treatment and recycling 
centres that process by-products and waste 
materials to provide cost effective solutions 
for re-use, recovery or disposal. For example, 
we have significant processing capacity to 
sustainably treat ash residues from waste 
and biomass power plants and we continue 
to provide an important support service to this 
growing sector.  Recent investments in our 
chemical treatment facilities have added greater 
flexibility to process by-products from a range of 
industries.

Underpinning these treatment systems 
are our landfill facilities; engineered to the 
highest standards and monitored under 
the Environmental Permitting Regulations 
(EPR) regime. All sites can accept a broad 
range of materials and wastes, for example, 
contaminated soils, fibrous and bonded 
asbestos, treatment residues and filter cakes. All 
hazardous wastes are subjected to a rigorous 
technical assessment and testing regime.

Gas is a by-product of landfill operations and we 
use this energy source to generate electricity.  
An established grid connection coupled with 
good reserves provides future opportunities 

Our Business continued

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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to expand our energy portfolio.  We also own 
mineral extraction rights in the East Midlands 
and provide limestone aggregate to local 
businesses and construction projects.

Augean Laboratory Services provides testing 
and analysis services for our clients. Our 
purpose-built laboratory provides a broad 
range of analysis work following UKAS certified 
methods. Augean’s highly qualified chemists 
prepare waste characterisation, leaching and 
composition analysis as well as compliance 
testing for processed wastes. Furthermore, 
the analytical team regularly conducts trials 
to optimise the processing and treatment of 
waste streams and, where appropriate, develop 
innovative solutions for our clients.  

APCR volumes have shown strong growth as 
a result of contract wins for the Group.   An 
increase in the volume of APCR treated by the 
Group remains a key strategic objective in the 
short and medium term, with the business well-
positioned to utilise its additional investment in 
treatment capacity to service the growth in EfW 
and biomass energy capacity in the areas of the 
UK served by our sites. The Group is committed 
to obtaining recycling credit for its treatment 
of APCR which, after cost, is important for the 
operators of the EfW plants, the municipal 
authorities and ultimately the British public in 
lower Council taxes.

Radioactive Waste Services 
Having established Augean’s Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste (LLW) management services 
at ENRMF over the past six years, the service 
has been safely and successfully operating 
to allow the use of the landfill facilities to 
address the need for disposal of waste which 
is only slightly contaminated with radioactivity. 
This waste comes from the operation and 
decommissioning of nuclear facilities, extraction 
of natural resources from the earth and clinical 
uses of radioactive materials.  Technical 
regulators continue to monitor the facilities, 
and the continuous operation of these disposal 
routes for LLW remains a critical part of the 
management of LLW in the UK and a major 
opportunity for the business.

Business integrity 
The PLC Board comprises an Executive 
Chairman, the Group Finance Director and 
four Non-executive Directors reduced to three 
in early 2019.  The Executive Chairman has 
primary responsibility for running the Board and 
its effectiveness. The Non-executive Directors 
bring a variety of different experience to the PLC 
Board, are independent of management and 
ensure that rigour is applied to board decisions.  

The Management Board, led by the Executive 
Chairman, comprises three central function 
Directors: Finance, Corporate Stewardship and 
Chief Operating Officer.  

The latter oversees the operating business 
through the Commercial Director and Business 
Planning and Optimisation Director, the 
Management Board is responsible for the day 
to day operation of the Company and delivery 
of the strategic plans and initiatives. More 
information about the PLC and Management 
Boards together with Company governance can 
be found on the Augean website.

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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The Management Board formally communicates 
weekly. Specific Management Board meetings 
addressing CSR issues comprise:

• Monthly Board Meeting – At which economic 
health and safety, environmental, and social 
performance and risk are monitored

• Quarterly Compliance Review – At which 
health, safety and environmental standards 
are discussed and issues are addressed. 
The meetings are attended by a PLC Non-
executive Director as scrutineer

Augean believes that involvement in sector 
organisations is essential in understanding and 
influencing its markets, the regulatory climate 
and sector operating standards.  Accordingly, 
Augean maintains membership and takes an 
active role in the following organisations and 
groups:

• Environmental Services Association (ESA)
• Environment Industries Commission
• Road Haulage Association
• The NDA’s National LLW Programme 

Stakeholder Group
• The EA Landfill Regulation Group
• DEFRA’s Hazardous Waste Stakeholder 

Forum
• DEFRA’s Chemicals Stakeholder Forum
• DECOM North Sea
• Freight Transport Association

Through these organisations Augean has signed 
up to the following commitments and charters:

• ESA Accident Reduction Charter
• The Right Waste Right Place campaign

We work closely with our regulators, government 
and the industry in promoting modern standards 
and technology. We provide training, give 
lectures and engage with the development of 
guidance and regulation. In 2018, Augean took 
part for the seventh time in the ESA and the EA 
secondment scheme. 

Service excellence 
As the UK’s leading specialist waste manager, 
we advise and help our clients every 
day, assisting them in understanding and 
complying with the complex legal and technical 
requirements for the safe management of 
specialist waste streams including hazardous 
and radioactive wastes. Augean specialises in 
helping clients with services that are critical but 
non-core to their own business. Waste is an 
issue for every business, but it doesn’t have to 
be a problem. 

Augean’s teamwork ensures that through 
our technical management the progress of 
forthcoming legislation is monitored so that 
the compliance objectives are understood, 
communicated to our operational teams and 
clients, and new protocols are implemented 
as necessary ahead of regulatory deadlines. 
This is common practice and common sense. 
In following this approach, we ensure that our 
waste solutions are sustainable, protecting the 
interests of our clients and shareholders. 

Augean is committed to delivering excellence 
in customer service. To ensure we sustain this 
standard, all facets of the business, including 
sales, customer services and customer-facing 
operational departments, operate to ISO 9001. 
The Group continues to successfully achieve 
high standards of performance as assessed 
during all maintenance assessment visits 
conducted by BSI, our chosen certification 
provider. 

Our Business continued

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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A full breakdown of all our service-led indicators 
is provided in ‘Our Indicators’ on pages 24 to 
53. These show continued maintenance of high 
standards of customer service.

By working with our customers, we strive to offer 
best practice solutions to changes brought about 
by legislation and to improve the performance 
of our facilities and treatment processes. We 
have continued to actively engage with our 
regulators providing a business perspective in the 
development of regulation and policy, the most 
significant of which is in promoting with the ESA 
the need for higher standards and the application 
of the waste hierarchy.

Operational teamwork
Augean operates on the premise that best 
practice is normal practice striving to ensure 
that regulatory standards are met and, where 
possible, exceeded. Our certified IMS (ISO 
9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 and PAS 
99) underpins the operational standards of our 
business.

The process of safely and sustainably managing 
each waste consignment requires a team of 
technical assessors, drivers, chemists, managers 
and machine and plant operators working in 
concert.   

Even before waste is accepted at our sites, 
we actively ensure its effective control through 
our waste acceptance management systems. 
The necessary operational controls to ensure 
effective protection of health, safety and the 
environment are determined through robust 
waste characterisation assessment. 

Our technical assessment teams ensure that 
the assessment process is both effective and 
expeditious for our clients, whilst continuing to 
facilitate effective compliance management. 

Using the information provided by Technical 
Assessors waste is safely transported and 
received at the site where on-site chemists 
confirm the acceptability of the consignment and 
direct to treatment or disposal.  

Trained machine and plant operators will then 
handle and treat the waste.  Output residues and 
recovered products from treatment are checked 
for condition and quality before final disposal or 
delivery to market.

Our control systems do not stop once the 
waste has been safely treated or deposited. All 
systems are audited by our HSEQ Managers 
and externally by our regulators and certification 
body to ensure their robustness and continued 
relevance. 

Supply chain respect 
To complement our expertise and experience, 
Augean seeks services from a wide range of 
suppliers.  Our primary suppliers are hauliers, 
consultants, contractors and manufacturers or 
distributors.  Over the life of the Company we 
have built a team of trusted external advisors 
who understand the business and provide 
consistent, high quality and pragmatic advice.  
The input of external expertise ensures the 
Company does not become insular in its outlook 
and maintains a good understanding of best 
practice across the industry.  Our advisors work 
closely with Augean teams creating collaborative 
working relationships. 

Due to the specialist nature of the business, 
supplies may need to be sourced across the UK 
or even from abroad but where available Augean 
sources its goods and contractors from local 
suppliers seeking to support the local economy.  
Our local procurement expenditure is disclosed in 
our indicators section.

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED WHAT’S NEXT

Maintained a low level of workplace 
injuries

Maintained investment in training 
for staff

Staff IOSH trained 

Health and safety improvement 
plans are in place at all sites

Continuation of the 6s improvement 
project across all operational sites 
to improve housekeeping, work 
efficiency and safety

Focussed occupational health 
programme 

Technical competent person 
training and development 
programme established

Focus on Reporting of Injuries, 
Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 
(RIDDOR) and Lost Time Incident 
(LTI) prevention with root cause 
analysis of all incidents

Continue to reduce injuries in the 
workplace

Our People
Augean values its employees

Who are our people?
To deliver its range of services Augean employs 
a workforce with a wide range of skills and 
qualifications including labourers, experienced 
machine and plant operators, administrators, 
sale persons, accountants and operational 
and commercial managers, together with 
engineers and scientists, especially chemical 
and environmental sciences. Between 2017 
and 2018 the number of employees decreased 
from 435 to 352, this reflects the reduction in 
headcount as a result of the divestment of a 
number of underperforming parts of the business 
and the sale of Colt and AIS from the group.  

Male Female

Full time 315 56

Part-time 4 9

Male Female

Fixed term 
or temporary 
contract

6 0

Day Rate 48 2

Agency Worker 0 0

Protecting our people 
Augean is committed to putting safety and 
compliance before profit.  When compared 
with other industries, the waste industry could 
be perceived as dangerous and with good 
reason. In 2018 there were 7 fatalities in the 
Waste Sector (HSE H&S statistics 2018).  The 
industry’s overall reportable accident rate is 
four times higher than the national average; the 
fatal accident rate is over ten times higher than 
the national average and the major accident 
rate is over three times higher than the national 
average.

Augean does not accept that this should also be 
the case for its sites and for its personnel. 

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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We take our responsibilities for the health, 
safety and welfare of our employees seriously. 
It is the priority of all those with responsibility 
for the health and safety of others, from top 
management down to supervisory level, to take 
a proactive approach to safety and to improve 
our performance year on year. 

In early 2019 the Management Board has 
restated its commitment to health, safety and 
compliance with the following messages which 
have been promoted widely throughout the 
business:

In 2018 the total number of minor incidents 
across the group reduced from 56 to 49 
(although when normalised slightly higher) while 
the number of injuries was stable, maintained 
at a low level and no employees suffered any 
serious injury. 

The number of RIDDORs in 2018 remained 
stable at 4 (2017 - 4 RIDDORs). All the 
RIDDORs recorded have been subject to full 
incident investigations with the findings and 
learning outcomes reported to the Quarterly 
Compliance Review Board meetings and 
communicated across the Group. 

Whilst it is encouraging to see a reduction in 
incidents and injuries kept at a low level, Augean 
views any incident as too many.  Therefore, we 
are continuing to invest in training and initiatives 
to ensure that incidents across the group 
continue to reduce. 

A key tool in reducing risks is the near miss and 
safe act reporting which helps identify and rectify 
unsafe conditions or acts and promotes working 
safely.  During 2018 the group continued to 
exceed the target set for near miss and safe 
act reporting.  All near misses are reviewed 
weekly, actioned and investigated where 
elevated potential for injury is identified. This 
good practice is shared through our Quarterly 
Continual Improvement Group. We consider 
that these measures help develop improving 
awareness of safety issues and positive action 
taken to minimise accidents.

In 2019 we shall continue with the setting of a 
near miss or safe act target of one near miss 
per month per operational employee to further 
encourage increased vigilance in our staff for 
situations that could cause accidents unless 
corrective action is taken.

Near miss or safe act target of one near miss 
per month per operational employee to further 
encourage increased vigilance in our staff for 
situations that could cause accidents unless 
corrective action is taken.

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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Figure 1 – Incidents and accident frequency

Note:  The number of incidents is normalised to 200,000 hours worked

During 2018 work continued throughout the 
Group to raise standards in our approach to 
health and safety management. For the fourth 
year in a row all sites have an annual health 
and safety improvement plan in place. This is 
monitored on a monthly basis by the board of 
directors as part of the compliance report and is 
also issued to the group PLC board. 

The health and safety improvement plans are 
compiled by the site management and HSEQ 
team in conjunction with the site employee 
health and safety committee and is championed 
by the management board.   Progress is 
also monitored through the group quarterly 
compliance review board meetings.  

Site Managers are empowered both through 
training and support from the Group’s HSEQ 
Managers. Site Managers are the key 
driving force for culture change and safety 
improvements at ground level. Key safety issues 
on the ground continue to be tackled through 
the delivery of monthly safety campaigns. This 
approach has been successful both in improving 
our safety awareness and also in engaging the 
workforce in positive safety culture.  

As of 2018 all staff have received IOSH working 
safely training as a minimum with all supervisory 
staff received or due to receive IOSH managing 
safely training.   We also have a number of 
NEBOSH qualified staff across the group both in 
HSEQ and operational roles. 

Augean provides to all its workforce a 
comprehensive and independent occupational 
health surveillance and management 
programme. This is to ensure that any 
occupational health issues are determined as 
quickly as possible to prevent any longer-term 
health issues for our personnel.  

We have adopted a more targeted risk based 
occupational health regime during 2018 
focussing efforts and resources in the more 
hazardous work areas to ensure that the 
occupational health surveillance programme is fit 
for purpose. 

Augean continues to engage with our suppliers 
to highlight the part that they play in the safety of 
our staff.  We have undertaken speed monitoring 
at our landfill sites to ensure that site rules are 
adhered to, we continue to encourage all staff to 
stop any activity they feel is unsafe. 

We do not take our internal systems for granted 
and validate our management through external 
verification. Firstly, we are regularly audited by 
our certification body, BSI. External verification 
ensures that we do not take an insular view to 
health and safety. It introduces new approaches 
and enables benchmarking against the industry. 
Periodically we invite other external verifiers in 
order to benefit from different viewpoints and 
specialisms of different experts. Over the past 
four years we have been audited by Achilles 
Utilities Vendor Database (UVDB) who have 
consistently confirmed the high standards of 
health and safety management systems of the 
Group.   

Our People continued

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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Developing our people 
To continue to maintain our high levels of 
client service and operational performance 
within a technically complex industry, we need 
people with high level skills in waste analysis, 
environmental management, health and safety 
and regulatory liaison. In parallel with these 
skills, we also need individuals with strong 
management and commercial talents committed 
to the Company values. 

We have been fortunate in retaining people 
with these skills in the businesses that we 
have acquired.  The last two years have 
been challenging for the group as we have 
restructured and divested underperforming 
businesses from the group.  Through this 
process we have strengthened the management 
team and put in place long term plans to address 
succession weaknesses and support for high 
performers. 

Augean values its employees and the 
commitment that they continue to give. Our 
Company success is dependent on people 
working effectively together with common 
objectives and common values. 

To ensure continued success for the Group 
and development of our workforce we make 
investment in training both through the 
provision of external courses and in particular 
through devoting management time to improve 
competency within the organisation.  

It was pleasing to note that 40% of management 
vacancies and 75% of sales vacancies during 
2018 were filled by internal candidates.  

We continue to conduct safety campaigns, 
provide training materials and disseminate key 
technical information through the intranet. This 
strategy complements our commitment to the 
organic growth of the Company and ensures a 
growth in knowledge and technical competence 
within the Group as a whole. 

Since 2013 Augean have provided a centralised 
budget for training and have developed a 
centralised training programme to deliver key 
competencies.  

It is pleasing to see that spending on training 
has been maintained across the group, this 
reflects Augean’s commitment to excellence at 
all times.  

During 2018 an average of £462 per employee 
was spent on training. Augean also provided 
leadership and management training for key 
personnel across the business, this recognises 
the need to grow and develop staff in order to 
retain them within. 

Rewarding our people 
Augean operates a Living Wage Policy that 
states “Augean will not profit from people paid 
less than living wage” and complements our 
Equal Pay Policy.  As a business with >£36m 
turnover we introduced a Modern Slavery Policy 
in 2016 to ensure compliance with Section 54 
of the Modern Slavery Act.   As a business with 
>250 employees Augean has now published 
the Gender Pay Gap within the business, it was 
pleasing to note that the median gender pay gap 
was only 2%.
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED

WHAT’S NEXT

Annual open day hosted at ENRMF 
with positive feedback from all 
attendees 
Regular community engagement 
through the landfill liaison 
committees
Community funding programmes 
available at all sites (excluding 
Wetherby)
Community contribution paid to 
Northamptonshire County Council 
from LLW disposals at ENRMF, the 
accrued contribution from the site is 
£53,169.05
Donated £599,075 of landfill tax 
credits to local communities
Very low level of complaints 
maintained 
21% of annual spending with local 
companies 
Supported the RNLI at Aberdeen 

Continue to maintain a low level of 
complaints at operating sites
Continue to use local suppliers 
where possible 
Encourage stakeholders to use our 
open-door policy

Our responsibility
We consider ourselves to be part of any 
community in which we operate. We strive in all 
our operations to provide a positive contribution 
to the community and to be a good neighbour. 
All our sites operate robust management 
systems to minimise the potential for 
environmental nuisance on our local 
communities. Issues such as odour, dust, noise 
and litter are tightly controlled. 

As in previous years our performance with 
regards to complaints has been very strong 
during 2018, the very small number of 
complaints were addressed immediately and 
followed up with the complainant to ensure no 
further issues.

It was pleasing again to see a number of 
community projects receive funding through 
the landfill tax communities fund and the LLW 
community contribution. 

Working together 
Active community engagement has continued at 
all our landfill sites and has provided a valuable 
vehicle for discussion of issues pertinent to 
landfill operations and the local community. The 
objective of our public engagement is to promote 
understanding on which rational comment and 
debate can be founded.   

To assist us in community liaison we publish 
periodically a community newsletter. This has 
proven effective in informing those people who 
live closest to our sites on how we operate 
and on our development proposals, in addition 
to stimulated discussion on issues that are 
important to the community. 

As a result of the changes to data protection 
following GDPR, Augean had to refresh the 
stakeholder register but this is a slow process. 
However, we have continued to engage with the 
local community through our other mechanisms 
including the liaison groups, parish councils, 
website, social media and our newsletter. 

Our Community
We invest in our communities
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We held our annual open day at ENRMF which 
was well received by all who attended with a 
number of positive comments regarding the 
operation of the site. 

The Company website is set up to provide 
information and opportunities for feedback, 
including topic sheets on frequently raised 
issues, copies of application documents 
and information leaflets. Since 2012 for the 
ENRMF site, we have included the results 
of environmental monitoring on the website 
set out in non-technical terms so that the 
community can see the low level of impact on 
the environment of the site. 

Augean are currently investing in a new 
website to continue to improve on our external 
communications.

Community investment 
Augean invests in our local communities 
because they are important to us. Through 
the Landfill Communities Fund (LCF) we 
contribute to many local initiatives and will 
continue to support the communities in the 
areas in which we operate. This process is 
managed by Grantscape for our southern sites 
and by the Teesside Environmental Trust for 
our northern site. These independent bodies 
ensure objectivity in decision making and full 
accountability of the distribution of funds.  

Our landfill site at Port Clarence continued to 
contribute to the Salthome International Nature 
Reserve in the Tees Valley during 2018. The 
reserve has transformed an area of industrial 
wasteland and landfill to an internationally 
significant bird reserve and wildflower meadow 
and has been supported by Augean since 2004. 

Our southern sites at ENRMF and Thornhaugh 
have contributed to a number of projects 
during 2018. The Kings Cliffe and Thornhaugh 
Environmental Associations were formed so 
that local people could bring their ideas on how 

Landfill Tax Credit funds should be spent. The 
Associations provide independent and objective 
verification to ensure that funds that are 
allocated are for genuine projects that will make 
a real difference to the local community.  

Augean continues to support local clubs and 
charitable organisations when and where 
appropriate.  In 2018 the Company continued 
to directly sponsor local organisations near 
Aberdeen, ENRMF and Dundee.  This 
sponsorship has enabled the purchase of sports 
kit and equipment along with gifts for fund 
raising.

Augean supports the communities in other ways.  
It is the Company policy to use local suppliers 
and to employ local people where they meet the 
Company requirements.  

Community education 
Augean operates an open-door policy at all of 
its sites.  Members of the public can visit by 
arrangement with the local site management.  
The frequency of visits is often driven by interest 
relating to planning and permitting activities.  
ENRMF and Port Clarence continued to host 
many visits by local politicians, the media and 
the public. 

For the eighth year running we took part in 
the ESA and EA secondment scheme.   The 
annual scheme has proven to be an excellent 
opportunity for EA personnel who inspect 
waste management facilities to gain hands-on 
experience and understanding of managing 
a permitted site on a daily basis. While the 
secondment was mainly based at designated 
sites, the secondees had the opportunity to 
visit other sites in the Group, providing a strong 
grounding in the management of our more 
difficult wastes. Augean is pleased to engage in 
this initiative and has offered to continue in the 
programme in 2019.

                                                                                                             CSR and Augean’s business
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED

WHAT’S NEXT

Safely managed over 500,000 
tonnes of waste with no 
environmental incidents
10 out of 12 permitted operations 
achieved category A or B high 
standard EA-compliance rating
The compliance at all of our 
Scottish sites were rated by SEPA 
as Excellent for the second year 
running
Over 80ha of land managed for 
biodiversity

Continue phased capping and 
restoration of landfills to provide 
enhanced ecological and 
landscape value
All English sites to maintain 
category A or B compliance rating 
from the EA
All Scottish sites to maintain a 
rating of Good or Excellent from 
SEPA

approved by the Environment Agencies 
through the permitting process. Rigorous 
operational controls are adopted, and 
monitoring systems are used to verify 
performance at all our sites.  

Dedicated monitoring technicians work to 
agreed programmes and protocols with the 
Environment Agencies and gather qualitative 
environmental data which is reported to our 
regulators at agreed periodic intervals. Augean 
reports environmental performance in respect 
of landfill gas (landfill sites only), ambient air 
emissions, leachate, surface water, ground 
water, dust and noise. These reports continue 
to show that our sites do not result in a 
significant impact on the local environment. In 
response to the public consultation undertaken 
in 2010 and to provide assurance to the 
community Augean has published, since 2012, 
the ENRMF monitoring results on its website. 
The Company will keep the website updated 
and add other sites where the community has 
expressed an interest.  

Our environmental controls to ensure 
compliance start well before the waste arrives 
at our treatment centres or landfill sites. 
Our technical assessors conduct a detailed 
analysis of the waste stream to determine 
its suitability for acceptance at the site and 
then specify the correct control systems that 
apply for reception at the site. In addition, we 
are able to provide to our clients’ analytical 
services through our in-house laboratory. 
The laboratory provides rapid turnaround 
analysis to UKAS standards undertaken by 
experienced waste chemists.  

Our rigorous compliance systems ensure 
that every drum or container that arrives for 
treatment or landfill disposal undergoes a 
thorough inspection by a qualified chemist. 
Similarly, all bulk loads that arrive at our 
treatment centres are inspected by a chemist. 
Those bulk loads destined for landfill disposal 
are periodically inspected by a chemist and 

Environmental stewardship 
Augean shares society’s concerns about the 
potential consequences of poorly managed and 
operated waste treatment and landfill sites. Our 
operations are planned and designed taking 
into account the precautionary principle through 
robust environmental risk assessment and 
impact analysis.  Our landfill sites are the subject 
of expert design and constructed in accordance 
with detailed quality assurance plans.

All our treatment processes use Best Available 
Techniques (BAT) and their commissioning is
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all are subject to a visual spot check by either a 
chemist or Certificate of Technical Competence 
(COTC) holder to ensure acceptability for site. 

All our sites have dedicated quarantine areas 
to ensure that waste determined unacceptable 
for the site by our chemists can be stored safely 
and with minimal risk to the environment while 
an appropriate means of treatment or disposal is 
found in consultation with the EA or SEPA.  

We are a heavily scrutinised Company, not only 
by our own internal compliance teams, but also 
by the EA and SEPA, our local authorities and 
our external auditor, BSI. Our clients frequently 
audit our sites to ensure that we operate to the 
high standards that they require.  

Regulatory performance 
All of our operational sites are subject to 
Environmental Permits regulated by the EA or 
SEPA.  No enforcement notices were served, or 
serious environmental incidents occurred at our 
sites during 2018.

Our sites are evaluated by the EA using the 
Compliance Classification Scores (CCS). 
The CCS approach categorises breaches of 
permit conditions based on their potential for 
environmental impact. CCS scores as attributed 
by the EA are one of our core indicators by which 
we evaluate our environmental performance. 

SEPA has a similar grading system based 
on descriptive terms.  The Agency uses the 
cumulative score to categorise the sites A to F 
(good to poor). In 2018 all of our sites, except 
two, were in category A or B. This is a significant 
achievement and above industry standard.  

The exceptions related to minor emissions limit 
breaches at the East Kent incinerator due to 
rogue inclusions mixed in with clinical waste 
resulting in an overall category E compliance.  
These incidents did not result in a significant 
environmental impact but are considered in the 
site’s overall compliance score. A category E for 
the Great Yarmouth treatment centre resulted 

from legacy permitting issues carried over from 
the acquisition of the site.  These have now been 
resolved in conjunction with the Environment 
Agency with a return to category A.  Our Scottish 
sites performed well with all sites categorised as 
Excellent under the SEPA evaluation system.  

Land management and biodiversity 
Augean has an opportunity through its 
restoration and aftercare systems to contribute 
to the development and maintenance of 
biodiversity in the localities of our landfill sites. 
The restoration schemes for our landfill sites are 
sensitive to the local ecological situation and 
aesthetic requirements of local communities. The 
great crested newt reserve, covering an area of 
1.5 hectares at our Thornhaugh landfill site, has 
continued to thrive. 

Our Port Clarence site is located adjacent to 
internationally and nationally designated areas 
of wild fowl interest. There are also valuable 
habitats within the site comprising scrub and 
short ephemeral turf covering an area of 
approximately 80 hectares. The restoration of 
the landfill site will include the creation of new 
scrub and short turf habitats consistent with the 
surrounding area. The presence of barn owls 
using nesting boxes provided by Augean is a 
good indicator of the health of biodiversity in 
lowland areas as the range of habitats needed 
by the species is also vital for a wide variety of 
other animals and plants.  

The closure phase of a landfill site is the longest 
within its life cycle. The aftercare schemes for 
all our landfill sites run for 60 years, requiring 
financial provisions for site maintenance 
and security, running of equipment such as 
leachate management and landfill gas plants 
and environmental monitoring of the landfill site 
and immediate surrounding area. Augean sets 
aside substantial financial provisions during the 
operation of our sites so that adequate funds are 
in place to cover the aftercare costs and ensure 
long term establishment of habitats for nature 
conservation benefit. 
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The method by which we have prepared 
this report has been described in the 
section entitled “Your Report”. Having 
determined the main ways in which we 
interface with society and the potential 
impacts of our business (ie the material 
aspects), a selection of disclosures and 
indicators has been made which we 
believe provides a picture of Augean’s 
commitment to social responsibility and 
sustainability.  Where relevant we have 
aligned the indicators with the specific 
standard disclosures recommended 
in the GRI, but we have also included 
additional indicators which better reflect 
our sector and the specifics of Augean’s 
business (Reference: Indicating Right: 
Performance Indicators for the Waste 
Management Sector.  Green Alliance 
2004), and stakeholder feedback.  

For each of our indicators we have 
explained the importance of the 
parameters presented in respect of 
sustainability, our stakeholders and the 
potential significance of impacts.  All 
indicators relate to Group performance 
unless otherwise specified.  

Augean has not sought external 
assurance of the report and the 
information presented.  Augean’s 
values of integrity and excellence 
are an inherent part of the report and 
we have honestly sought to present 
a picture of how we manage our 
social responsibility.  This is a public 
disclosure and we should be pleased 
to address any questions readers have.  
Nevertheless, many of the indicators 
are individually subject to external 
review by our regulators, certification 
auditors and external advisors.

Key:
GA: An indicator taken from the 

Green Alliance’s Indicating 
Right: Environmental 
Performance Indicators for the 
Waste Management Sector

G4:  A specific standard 
disclosure taken from the 
Global Reporting Initiative 
Sustainability Reporting G4 
Guidelines

Augean: An internal indicator 
N/Ac: Not acquired or developed
N/Rec: Not recorded
N/Ap: Not applicable

Our Indicators 

Augean has developed a comprehensive set of performance 
indicators against which our progress towards our CSR objectives 
including sustainability can be evaluated. We have been reporting 
in this way since 2005.  Generally, we have presented data for the 
last three years. For some new indicators this may be less and for 
others, where considered appropriate, we provide up to five years 
data.
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Our Business

Economic value generated and distributed G4-EC1

Information on the creation and distribution of economic value provides a basic indication of how the 
organisation has created wealth for stakeholders and of the stability of the Company, thereby giving 
confidence to regulators and communities that liabilities can be and will be honoured. 

The economic value generated and distributed is of interest to all stakeholders. 

  2014 (£m) 2015 (£m) 2016 (£m) 2017(£m) 2018 (£m)

Revenue 55.2 61.0 75.9 79.7 67.0
Opex 48.5 57.7 73.9 74.3 55.7
Employee costs 13.1 14.8 17.0 19.7 16.0
Payments to providers of capital 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7
Community investments 0.42 0.40 0.50 0.54 0.56
Payments to governments 1.1 1.5 0.9 0.4 0.4
Economic value retained 4.8 1.7 0.4 4.0 8.6

The figures reflect the success of restructuring the business and divestment of parts of the business 
that had underperformed.

Number of sites registered to Augean’s Integrated Management System 
(IMS) GA Augean

Management systems are an essential mechanism for controlling our impacts and quality.  An 
effective environmental management system is a requirement of all Environmental Permits.  All of our 
sites operate to an IMS, which satisfies the requirements of ISO 14001 (Environmental Management 
System Standard), ISO 9001 (Quality Management System Standard) and OHSAS 18001 (Health, 
Safety and Welfare Management System Standard).  The IMS is externally certified at all facilities. 
SGS audits ANSS, whilst BSI audits the remainder of the Group.    
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External verification of sites Augean
Achilles FPAL is an industry initiative created by oil and gas representatives in 1996 and was acquired 
by Achilles in 2004 and continues to be governed by an industry based steering group of oil and gas 
companies. Achilles FPAL membership is an integral part of the industry-wide initiative known as the 
Supply Chain Code of Practice (SCCoP) which is endorsed by the UK oil and gas supply chain to 
measure best practice during buyer procurement processes. The FPAL verify audit is conducted every 
two years and each category has the potential of a total score of ten.  The scores of our oil and gas 
facing business, ANSS are below.

 Quality  Health and safety  Environmental Competence and Training

2012 score 8.8 8.7 8.8 8.2
2014 score  9.1 9.0 9.1 8.5
2016 score 9.2 8.8 9.1 9.0
2018 score 9.3 9.2 9.3 9.0

Health and safety is a matter of interest for all stakeholders and is our first priority.  It is a primary 
concern for all employees and a core part of our social responsibility.  Showing how we are managing 
health and safety and the outcomes is an essential element of this report.  We believe that all 
accidents are preventable and wherever accidents or near accidents occur we investigate and seek to 
find ways to prevent reoccurrence.

From 2014 we have reported for the Group a wider range of accident statistics consistent with the GRI 
definitions.  These comprise injury rate, occupational disease rate, lost time incident rate, absentee 
rate and work-related fatality for Augean and contracted staff.  During the life of the business there 
have been no fatalities or reportable Occupational Diseases identified.

Percentage of sites where if a safety committee is appropriate it is in place G4-LA5

Consulting employees on health and safety matters is very important in creating and maintaining a 
safe and healthy working environment and culture. Through consultation an employer can motivate 
staff and make them aware of health and safety issues; in turn the company can become more 
efficient and reduce the number of accidents and work-related illnesses. Under UK law employers 
must consult all of their employees on health and safety matters.   Augean is governed in this 
regard by the Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996. To satisfy the 
requirements of these regulations Augean operates safety committees on all sites of the Group. The 
meetings are attended by health and safety representatives who are elected by employees to consult 
on their behalf.

Health, Safety and Welfare
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Safe act and near miss reporting Augean

Augean encourages all staff to report safe acts and near misses as a health and safety feedback 
mechanism. A near miss is an incident or action that could (but did not) result in injury or damage to 
plant or equipment. A near miss can be as simple as stumbling over a step or not wearing a hard hat. 
Identifying near misses and taking corrective action helps to prevent the “next day accident”, reduces 
lost time incidents and promotes safety awareness in the workforce. Various organisations, including 
the HSE, refer to Heinrich’s Triangle for highlighting the importance of near miss reporting. Heinrich 
(1959) showed that for every serious accident, resulting in a fatality or major disabling injury, there are 
approximately 300 unsafe incidents. Augean implemented a near miss reporting system during 2006 
and it is well established. From 2013 we continued to encourage our staff to look out for near misses 
and to encourage safe acts by setting the ambitious target of reporting one near miss or safe act per 
member of staff per month. 

Near miss and safe acts reported for the past 5 years.

Augean were pleased to see near miss and safe act reporting in 2018 sustained above our target 
level.  There was a slight reduction in the overall number of near misses and safe acts reported and 
this was due to the reduction in staff numbers across the group.  Safe act and near miss reporting 
are a key safety management tool and we will continue to encourage the workforce to report good 
practice in any circumstances that potentially could lead to accidents at our sites.   
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Minor incident rate per site/ First aid case G4-LA6, Augean 

As with the near miss indicators, since 2006 Augean has operated systems for the recording and 
investigation of minor incidents. A minor incident is defined by Augean as an accident resulting in 
minor injury (a first aid case that does not require hospital treatment or involve time off from work) 
or minor damage to infrastructure. Common examples might be a cut finger or minor bruising. Like 
near misses, it is important that such accidents are reported so that corrective action can be taken to 
prevent reoccurrence and potentially more serious accidents.

 Minor incident rate
Site 2015 2016 2017 2018
Aberdeen recycling and treatment centres 4 9 7 4
Avonmouth treatment centre 3 7 4 14
Cannock treatment centre 5 4 1 1
Crewe N/Ac 1 0 0
Darlington N/Ac 0 1 1
Derby N/Ac 0 2 0
East Kent high temperature incinerator 2 9 6 3
ENRMF hazardous landfill and soil treatment centre 3 2 2 1
Great Yarmouth treatment centre N/Ac 0 6 5
Hull N/Ac N/Ac 13 5
Industrial Services 0 1 0 0
Paisley treatment centre 3 9 10 5
Port Clarence landfill site 2 5 1 6
Port Clarence waste recovery park 3 1 1 1
Queenborough 3 0 0 0
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 3 3 1 3
Wetherby head office 1 1 1 0
TOTAL 32 52 56 49
Normalised to 200,000 working hours 8.96 11.66 11.26 12.26
Male 13 16 49 56
Female 0 3 3 0

Note: Contractor minor injuries are likely to be significantly underreported so have not been presented.  We shall continue to encourage 
contractor reporting.

In 2018 the minor incident rate (normalised to 200,000 hours) for the group remained stable with a 
slight increase. It was noted that the majority of sites in the group saw a significant reduction in minor 
incident rate during 2018. The elevated figure of 14 incidents, 11 of which were non-injury incidents is 
of concern and was investigated.  10 of the incidents occurred in May and June and were related to 
packaging of waste received and an agency forklift driver. Both were addressed at the time preventing 
further reoccurrence during the remainder of the year. 
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Major accident rate per site/Medical treatment case Augean 
This indicator enables us to attribute significance to those events which, although potentially not 
required to be reported in the context of RIDDOR, are still significant in their nature. Such incidents 
are defined as accident, fire or injury which is deemed significant by our internal accident investigation 
procedures.

 Major accident rate
Site 2015 2016 2017 2018
Aberdeen recycling and treatment centres 0 1 0 0
Avonmouth treatment centre 0 1 0 1
Cannock treatment centre 0 0 0 0
Crewe N/Ac 0 0 0
Darlington N/Ac 0 0 0
Derby N/Ac 0 0 0
East Kent high temperature incinerator 0 1 0 2
ENRMF hazardous landfill and soil treatment centre 0 1 0 0
Great Yarmouth treatment centre N/Ac 0 0 0
Hull N/Ac 0 1 0
Industrial Services 0 2 0 0
Paisley treatment centre 2 0 3 0
Port Clarence landfill site 0 0 0 1
Port Clarence waste recovery park 1 0 0 0
Queenborough 0 0 0 0
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 0 0 0 0
Wetherby head office 0 1 0 0
TOTAL  3 7 4 4
Normalised to 200,000 working hours 0.84 1.57 0.80 1.00
Contractors 0 1 0 0

Note: All medical treatment cases involved males.  It is not possible to calculate injury rates for contractors as working hours are not 
available.

Following an increase in major accidents in 2016 a significant amount of time and resource was 
invested in H&S training in particular hazard identification and incident investigations to ensure that 
lessons were learnt from the incidents.  However Augean recognises that any major accident is 
unacceptable and therefore all accidents were the subject of a full incident investigation, the findings 
of which are discussed at management board level and learnings disseminated across the business.

A programme of improvements based on the analysis of the accident statistics and the results of the 
incident investigations has been produced and these actions will be the focus of the group’s health 
and safety improvement plans in 2019.

                                                                                                                   Key Performance Indicators
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Number of reportable incidents per site G4-LA6

RIDDOR stands for the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations, 
which have been revised and the latest regulations came into force on 1 October 2013. The incidents 
that must be reported to the HSE are death or major injury or seven-day injury (if the accident that 
caused the injury resulted from a work activity or was the result of physical violence at work) and 
notifiable work-related diseases. The regulations specify that employers must report dangerous 
occurrences such as an accident or incident which does not result in a reportable injury, but which 
clearly could have done.

 Number of RIDDORs during
Site 2015 2016 2017 2018
Aberdeen recycling and treatment centres 0 1 0 0
Avonmouth treatment centre 0 1 0 1
Cannock treatment centre 0 0 0 0
Darlington N/Ac 0 0 0
Derby N/Ac 0 0 0
East Kent high temperature incinerator 0 1 1 0
ENRMF hazardous landfill and soil treatment centre 0 1** 0 0
Great Yarmouth treatment centre N/Ac 0 0 0
Hull N/Ac 0 2 0
Industrial Services 0 0 0 0
Paisley treatment centre 3 1 1 2
Port Clarence hazardous landfill 0 0 0 0
Port Clarence waste recovery park 1 0 0 1
Queenborough 0 0 0 0
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 0 0 0 0
Wetherby head office 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 4 5 4 4
RIDDOR rate per 200,000hrs worked 1.12 1.12 0.80 1.00

** Contractor

During 2018 there were four RIDDOR incidents across the Augean Group.  These were all subject 
to full incident investigations with corrective actions followed up through the Augean quarterly 
compliance board meeting. The number of RIDDORs across the group remained the same as the 
previous year, the RIDDOR rate effectively increased taking into account the reduction in head count 
across the group The incident investigations for these incidents do not indicate an adverse trend.    
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Lost time and absentee rates G4-LA6

The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, in partnership with Simplyhealth, Health 
and Well-Being at Work Survey Report 2018 showed that lost time due to absence was on average 
6.6 days per employee. Augean actively seeks to reduce its lost time and absentee rates through 
proactive management of health and safety but also by understanding the causes of absenteeism, 
such as stress or job dissatisfaction.  Lost time incidents (LTI) are recorded when an employee has a 
day or more off excluding the day of the incident.

Year Average absentee Average absentee Lost time Lost time
 rates for non-manual workers rates for manual workers incidents  incident rate
2015 3.00 7.60 2.00 0.56
2016 2.20 5.80 7.00 1.57
2017 2.20 5.60 5.00 1.01
2018 1.85 4.30 6.00 1.50

Note: LTI rate is the number of LTI per 200,000hrs worked

The absentee rates for 2018 at Augean remain well below the average for manual workers and in line 
with previous years. The lost time incident rate remained stable in 2018. 

Incident and injury type G4-LA6

Analysis of incident statistics enables critical examination of the hazards and risks faced by 
employees and helps the business to seek to identify preventative measures to reduce incident 
frequency.   

The largest proportion of incidents related to people error, as a result of this training is going to be 
focussed on safety critical tasks and improving the safety awareness of visitors to Augean sites. All 
operational staff are also provided with a minimum of IOSH working safely training and a significant 
number of staff have now received IOSH managing safely training.

                                                                                                                   Key Performance Indicators
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Number of prohibition and improvement notices per site Augean

Sections 22 and 23 of the Health and Safety at Work Act concern prohibition notices. Prohibition notices 
are directed to addressing activities which involve a risk of serious personal injury. A prohibition notice 
will be served if the HSE is of the opinion that an activity presents a risk of serious personal injury. 
Section 21 of the Health and Safety at Work Act states that where the HSE is of the opinion that a 
person is contravening, or has contravened, one of the relevant statutory provisions in circumstances 
which make it likely that the contravention will continue or be repeated, an improvement notice may 
be served that requires a person to remedy the contravention or the matters occasioning it within a 
specified time period.

Augean’s operations have not been the subject of any prohibition or improvement notices during the 
period of reporting.

Environmental Compliance 
Regulator assessment for each site Augean GA

Compliance with environmental regulation is of interest to all stakeholders, whether employees or local 
communities in respect of their environment or for shareholders and customers through sustainability 
and reputational issues.  The regulator assessments of the performance of each site are therefore a 
critical indicator for the Group.

Environment Agency
Our English-based sites are scored on their operational performance by the EA. Based on the scoring 
system from inspections and the review of environmental reporting, the Agency annually categorises 
sites into six compliance bands A to F, where A is top performing and F the worst.  Augean seeks to 
achieve A to B banding for all sites.

Compliance band and total number of inspection visits for each of our sites are provided below:

 2015 2016 2017 2018
 Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of
 band inspections band inspections band inspections  band inspections

Avonmouth treatment centre A 2 D 3 B 2 A 1
Cannock treatment centre B 4 A 2 B 2 A 0
East Kent high temperature  
incinerator C 1 C 3 C 1 D 3
ENRMF hazardous landfill  B 2 A 0 A 0 A 1
ENRMF - Radioactive A 0 A 0 A 0 A 0
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 2015 2016 2017 2018
 Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of
 band inspections band inspections band inspections  band inspections

ENRMF soil treatment centre A 2 A 0 A 2 A 1
Great Yarmouth treatment centre N/Ac B 1 A E 2
Mark’s Quarry non-hazardous landfill A 3 A 0 A 0 A 0
Port Clarence hazardous landfill A 2 A 1 A 1 A 1
Port Clarence non-hazardous landfill A 2 A 1 A 1 A 1
Port Clarence soil treatment centre A 1 A 1 A 0 A 1
Port Clarence waste recovery park A 1 A 0 A 0 A 1
Thornhaugh non-hazardous  
and SNRHW landfill B 0 A 1 B 1 B 2

In 2018 all Augean sites achieved Category A to B with the exception of East Kent and Great Yarmouth, 
this reflects the hard work and diligence of our staff in their commitment to maintaining high standards 
of environmental protection.  The category D received at East Kent related to minor breaches of the 
emissions limit values for the incinerator.  A programme of upgrades and modifications were planned to 
continue into 2019 but the site has since been divested from the group.

The category E at great Yarmouth was a result of inconsistencies within the original permit application 
for the site which no longer reflected the working practices.  This has been rectified through a permit 
variation to ensure the permit is aligned with the site operations. Subsequent inspection of the site by 
the Environment Agency has demonstrated full compliance.
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Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Our Aberdeen, Shetland and Paisley sites are scored on their operational performance by the 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA). As part of SEPA’s commitment to delivering a 
programme of better regulation, it introduced a compliance assessment scheme in 2010. The scheme 
distinguishes between conditions in our permit that relate directly to the environment (Environmental 
Limit Conditions) and those that relate to management requirements for environmental protection 
(Environmental Management Conditions). 

The performance against each condition is assessed and combined to result in an overall compliance 
score as follows:

Performance category Description
Excellent SEPA assesses the licence holder as fully compliant with licence conditions
Good SEPA assesses the licence holder as not quite fully compliant with licence conditions   
 and highlights one or two areas for improvement to achieve ‘excellent’ status
Broadly compliant SEPA assesses the licence holder as broadly compliant with licence conditions but 
 highlights several areas for improvement
At risk  No breach of Environmental Limit Conditions has been identified but a low management 
 performance indicates a risk of future breaches of Environmental Limit Conditions
Poor SEPA assesses the licence holder as non-compliant or responsible for at least one 
 significant breach
Very poor Significant non-compliance. Urgent improvement is required across all areas

 2015 2016 2017 2018
Site Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of  Compliance No. of
 band inspections band inspections band inspections  band inspections 

Blackdog Excellent 3 Excellent 1 Excellent 1 Excellent 0
Dundee N/Ac  N/Ac  N/Ac  Excellent 0 
Greenbank Excellent 2 Excellent 2 Excellent 2 Excellent 1
Lerwick Excellent 0 Excellent 0 Excellent 0 Excellent 0
Pocra Quay Excellent 2 Excellent 1 Excellent 1 Excellent 0
Paisley treatment centre Excellent 1 Excellent 2 Excellent 4 Excellent 2

The scores show strong environmental performance at our Scottish sites with all the sites in the 
category of Excellent.
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Enforcement and prosecution G4-EN29 GA

Compliance and environmental standards are aspects of interest to all stakeholders.  If a site 
breaches its permit, then the Regulator may serve an enforcement notice. An enforcement notice 
specifies the actions the permit holder must take to resolve the non-compliance and within what 
timescale.  If a permit breach is severe or an operator persistently does not comply with permit 
conditions, the Regulator may prosecute the operator. The GRI G4-EN29 indicator requires disclosure 
of any fines due to environmental offences.

There have been no enforcement notices or prosecutions brought in the reporting period.

Biodiversity
Biodiversity is a primary indicator of the health of our environment.  Augean operates mostly from 
industrial areas of low biodiversity interest but our landfill sites are within the open countryside and 
with areas of nature conservation interest in close proximity.  Through the planning and design of our 
facilities we have sought to ensure that there is not a negative impact on biodiversity and that there is 
a long-term benefit through ecologically sensitive progressive restoration and rehabilitation of land as 
we complete our operations.
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Sites operated adjacent to areas of high biodiversity value G4-EN11 and description of 
impacts G4-EN12

Augean owns and operates four sites in close proximity to sites of high biodiversity value and 
nature conservation importance.  The design of each of these operations was the subject of a 
full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) prepared by independent experts from which were 
developed mitigation proposals, as necessary, to ensure that impacts were minimised.  Under 
the planning regime and Environmental Permitting monitoring is required to demonstrate that the 
assumptions regarding standards of operation and design made in the EIA are appropriate and 
conclusions validated.  The table below identifies each of the sites and summarises the impacts.

Site and operation Biodiversity interest Principal, potential Actual impact
  impacts significance

East Kent, Sandwich Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay Atmospheric Not significant.
Incineration  Special Protection Area (SPA)  emissions 
3 hectare site and Ramsar Site and the Sandwich 
 Bay to Hacklinge Marshes SSSI. 
 Fine examples of stable and 
 shifting dunes, dune grassland, 
 chalk cliff, rocky shore, shingle, 
 mudflats and saltmarsh.  
 High value for wildfowl
 
ENRMF, Northants Collyweston Wood SSSI.   Groundwater No impact 
Landfill of hazardous  Ancient woodland contamination, detected.
and radioactive waste,   airborne dust  Long term benefit
and treatment of    of restoration.
hazardous waste
30 hectares site
    
Thornhaugh,  Bedford Purlieus SSSI. Ancient woodland Historic areas of
Peterborough  Ancient woodland contamination site but impact
Landfill of    localised and
non-hazardous    small. Planning
wastes and SNRHW    permission gained
30 hectares site   in 2015 to enable 
   reworking of the 
   unlined area and 
   elimination of the 
   localised impact.  
   Long term benefit  
   of restoration.
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Site and operation Biodiversity interest Principal, potential Actual impact
  impacts significance

Port Clarence,  Teesmouth and Cleveland  Groundwater Site performing in
Teesside  Coast SPA and Ramsar site.   contamination,  accordance with
Landfill of hazardous  Main interest is wintering  airborne dust,  design hence no
and non-hazardous  and passage of waterfowl atmospheric significant impact.
waste, stabilisation   emissions Long term benefit 
and thermal desorption.  of restoration
100 hectares site   .

Habitats protected or restored G4-EN13

Augean does not have operations on land which is the subject of statutory nature conservation 
protection, but has the opportunity to contribute to biodiversity directly through landfill restoration 
projects and indirectly through its commitments to environmental organisations focussed on 
increasing biodiversity. The areas of land owned and managed for biodiversity are an indicator of our 
success in this issue and are reported for 2014, 2016 and 2018 below:

Site                               Managed for biodiversity 
 2014 2016 2018 Status 

ENRMF 2 hectares 2 hectares 2 hectares Includes herpetofauna 
30 hectares     reserve with ponds  and
     grassland.  Grassland 
     enhancement undertaken
     in 2015 with additional 
     ponds and terracettes 
     created on the northern
     area of the site in 2016.  

Mark’s Quarry non- 10 hectares 10 hectares 10 hectares Coarse grassland low
hazardous landfill site     value habitat to be
19.5 hectares     enhanced with restoration 
     of remainder of the site 
     over the next two to three 
     years.
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Site                               Managed for biodiversity 
 2014 2016 2018 Status 
Port Clarence  80 hectares 80.0 hectares  80 hectares Includes naturally
hazardous landfill site     recolonised industrial slags
100 hectares     with 13 hectares of species 
     rich short turf together with 
     scrub and pond habitats.  
     In due course the landfill 
     will be restored for 
     biodiversity.

Thornhaugh non- 1 hectare 2 hectares  6 hectares 30-hectare site which will
hazardous landfill site      be restored to nature
30 hectares     conservation.  Current 
     restored areas include two 
     hectares of newt reserve 
     with well established 
     wetland together with four 
     hectares of grassland and 
     woodland planted with 
     native trees in 2014.

Note: All sites are subject to a long-term management obligation under the relevant Permit.  

During 2019 we are investing significantly in capping and restoration of the southern landfills, both of 
which will continue to be managed for biodiversity.   

Total number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with 
habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk G4-EN14 
Through the planning and EIA process Augean has identified the presence at its sites of 
endangered plant and animal species. By identifying these species, we have been able to initiate 
appropriate steps to avoid harm, to prevent the detriment to species and where possible enhance 
the sustainability of the species populations in the locality.   This indicator is applicable only to our 
operating sites.  The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species and national conservation list species 
serve as indicators of the sensitivity of habitat in areas affected by operations, and of the relative 
importance of these habitats from a management perspective.  Data for this indicator is derived from 
surveys undertaken as necessary for specific projects and planning requirements and not on an 
annual basis.

Ecological surveys are being undertaken at a number of Augean sites to allow updated data to be 
included for 2019. 
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IUCN Red List
This is an inventory of the global conservation status of plant and animal species developed by the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

National lists
Schedule 1 bird species: Certain rare breeding birds, listed in Schedule 1 of The Wildlife and 
Countryside Act (1981 and as amended), are protected against disturbance whilst building a nest or 
on or near a nest containing eggs or young.  

Birds of conservation concern: Birds are listed under three levels of increasing conservation concern: 
green, amber and red.  

Eaton MA, Brown AF, Noble DG, Musgrove AJ, Hearn R, Aebischer NJ, Gibbons DW, Evans A and 
Gregory RD (2009) Birds of Conservation Concern 3: the population status of birds in the United 
Kingdom, Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. British Birds 102, pp296-341.

Section 41 (S41): The Countryside and Rights of Way CRoW Act was amended by the NERC Act 
2006, Section 41 (S41) of which requires the Secretary of State, after consulting Natural England, to 
publish, and regularly revise, a list of the species and habitats of principal importance for conserving 
biodiversity. There are 56 habitats and 943 species of principal importance on the current S41 list 
(last reviewed 2010).

ENRMF
IUCN
 Critically endangered Endangered Vulnerable Near threatened Least concern
Birds 0 0 0 1 35
Mammals 0 0 0 1 10
Amphibians 0 0 0 0 4
Reptiles 0 0 0 0 4

National conservation 
 S41 Red list* Amber list* Green list* Potential Schedule
     1 birds breeding on
     site
Birds 12 9 12 16 0
Mammals 6 - - - -
Amphibians 2 - - - -
Reptiles 4 - -  -

*Birds of conservation concern
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Port Clarence
IUCN
 Critically endangered Endangered Vulnerable Near threatened Least concern
Birds 0 0 0 1 69
Amphibians 0 0 0 0 2
Reptiles 0 0 0 0 0

National conservation 
 S41 Red list* Amber list* Green list* Potential Schedule
     1 birds breeding on
     site
Birds 13 9 33 25 5
Mammals 1 - - - -
Amphibians 1 - - - -
Reptiles 0 - - - -
*Birds of conservation concern

Thornhaugh
IUCN
 Critically endangered Endangered Vulnerable Near threatened Least concern
Birds 0 0 0 1 23
Mammals 0 0 0 0 10
Amphibians 0 0 0 0 5
Reptiles 0 0 0 0 2

National conservation 
 S41 Red list* Amber list* Green list* Potential Schedule
     1 birds breeding on
     site
Birds 4 4 9 11 1
Mammals 4 - - - -
Amphibians 2 - - - -
Reptiles 2 - - - -
Butterflies 2    
*Birds of conservation concern
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Emissions
Air emissions can have adverse effects on climate, ecosystems, air quality, habitats, agriculture, and 
human and animal health. Deterioration of air quality, acidification, forest degradation, and public 
health concerns have led to local and international regulations to control air emissions. All Augean 
facilities have been designed based on EIA as part of the planning and permitting process.  Point 
source emissions have been conservatively modelled to ensure that the operation of the plant will not 
result in significant impact. Emissions are the subject of strict monitoring under the permitting regime 
to confirm that the levels are consistent with modelling and within legislative limits.

Amount in tonnes of landfill gas and the proportion of gas being flared, used for 
power generation or passively vented GA, G4-EN15 (partial) 
Air emissions can have adverse effects on climate, ecosystems, air quality, habitats, agriculture, and 
human and animal health. Deterioration of air quality, acidification, forest degradation, and public 
health concerns have led to local and international regulations to control air emissions. All Augean 
facilities have been designed based on EIA as part of the planning and permitting process.  Point 
source emissions have been conservatively modelled to ensure that the operation of the plant will not 
result in significant impact. Emissions are the subject of strict monitoring under the permitting regime 
to confirm that the levels are consistent with modelling and within legislative limits.

2016 Tonnes      Proportion Proportion  Proportion 
 landfill gas     flared % power passively vented   
Site   generation % %  
 
ENRMF hazardous landfill 787 90 0 10
Mark’s Quarry non-hazardous landfill 2,252 0 91 9
Port Clarence hazardous landfill 107 0 0 100
Port Clarence non-hazardous landfill 3,276 0 61 39
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and 
SNRHW landfill 674 41 0 59
 
2017 Tonnes       Proportion Proportion  Proportion 
 landfill gas      flared % power passively vented   
Site   generation % %  
 
ENRMF hazardous landfill 696 90.5 0 9.5
Mark’s Quarry non-hazardous landfill 2,103 0 91 9
Port Clarence hazardous landfill 111 0 0 100
Port Clarence non-hazardous landfill 4,034 0 65 35
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and 
SNRHW landfill 622 47.5 0 52.5
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2018 Tonnes       Proportion Proportion  Proportion 
 landfill gas      flared % power passively vented   
Site   generation % %  
 
ENRMF hazardous landfill 621 90 0 10
Mark’s Quarry non-hazardous landfill 1,958 0 91 9
Port Clarence hazardous landfill 146 0 0 100
Port Clarence non-hazardous landfill 4,807 0 65 35
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and 
SNRHW landfill 559 62.5 0 37.5

Total amount of landfill gas reported as CO2 in tonnes per site divided by tonnes of 
waste handled G4-EN18 (Partial), GA

This will give an indication of the amount of carbon emitted to atmosphere directly related to our 
landfill sites that is the greenhouse gas intensity. This is of particular interest to waste companies 
as to whether the fossil fuel energy saving by generating electricity from landfill gas should be offset 
against total greenhouse gas emissions.

Site ENRMF  Port Clarence Port Clarence Thornhaugh non-
 hazardous non-hazardous hazardous hazardous and SNRHW

2015    

CO2 (tonnes)/tonnes waste 0.0019 0.0169 0.0003 0.0067

2016    

CO2 (tonnes)/tonnes waste 0.0029 0.0119 0.0002 0.0075

2017    

CO2 (tonnes)/tonnes waste 0.0019 0.007 0.0004 0.0042

2018    
CO2 (tonnes)/tonnes waste 0.004 0.002 0.0004 0.01
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NOX, SOX, and other significant air emissions G4-EN21(partial)

The significant emissions are defined by the reporting requirement for the national pollution inventory.  
The operational sites with major processes or landfill are reported.

 2016  2017  2018
Site NOx (kg) SOx(kg) NOx (kg) SOx(kg) NOx (kg) SOx(kg)

Avonmouth treatment centre brt brt brt brt brt brt
East Kent high temperature  6,950 800 7,000 800 N/A N/A 
incinerator 
ENRMF hazardous landfill brt brt brt brt brt brt
and soil treatment centre 
Port Clarence landfill site brt brt brt brt brt brt
Thornhaugh non-hazardous brt brt brt brt brt brt
and SNRHW landfill 

brt – below reporting threshold for pollution inventory reporting requirements

Energy consumption within the organisation G4-EN3 (2015)

Energy consumption has a direct effect on operational costs and can increase exposure to 
fluctuations in energy supply and prices. The environmental footprint of an organisation is shaped 
in part by its choice of energy sources. In 2016 under the Energy Opportunity and Savings Scheme 
Augean were required to report their total energy usage and make recommendations for reduction in 
energy usage.   The energy consumption figures for the group are detailed below.  

Energy Type kWh T/CO2 % energy 
Electricity 1,934,548 893 5.1
Gas 14,808,211 2,739 39.0
Liquid Fuels 15,435,716 4,140 40.7
Transport  5,759,879 1,418 15.2
Total 37,938,354 9,190 100.0
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Energy intensity G4-EN5 
Energy intensity enables the Company to understand its energy use in the context of its services 
and products. During 2015 we have considered a suitable metric for measuring energy intensity. For 
reporting of performance, we have chosen to report energy consumption against waste managed 
as this remains our primary activity.  Augean is in a period of rapid growth involving considerable 
diversification, therefore it is considered that the metric may need to be revised in the future or more 
granularity given so that the energy intensity can be understood against specific activities.

Total energy usage (ESOS) Total waste managed Energy intensity per tonne waste handled
Kwh  Tonnes CO2    Kwh/t Tonnes CO2/t

37,938,354 9,190 973,115 38.99 0.009442872

The CO2 figures relate to energy generation and do not take into account CO2 generated by the 
landfill of waste (see above).

Effluents and wastes
Augean is a waste management company.  The fundamental purpose of waste management is the 
protection of the environment.  In this section is illustrated the quantities of waste and effluent that 
have been safely managed by the Group in 2018 thereby protecting the environment.  Augean has 
invested significantly in modern technology to ensure that where appropriate the wastes we manage 
can be managed in accordance with the waste hierarchy.  

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method G4-EN23

Waste in tonnes 2016 2017 2018
Hazardous 716,903 487,573 718,702
Non-Hazardous 256,212 298,087 306,500

Waste in tonnes 2016 2017 2018
Recovery 30,527 8,884 9,541
Recycling 4,562 9,140 14,569
Treatment 388,199 375,669 370,458
Incineration with energy recovery 7,567 7,763 9,950
Disposal 500,436 431,867 609,868
Radioactives 1,517 5,308 10,835
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Total effluent discharged G4-EN22

Augean currently operates no surface water discharges.  All effluents are either discharged to sewers 
hence to treatment works, transported directly to treatment facilities or used as a substitute for water 
in the stabilisation processes at Port Clarence and ENRMF.

 Trade effluent discharge (m3)
Site 2016 2017 2018 

Avonmouth treatment centre 29,115 27,268 29,192
Cannock treatment centre 2,034 1,506 N/Rec
East Kent high temperature incinerator 0 0 0
Greenbank 5,741 6,286 5,838
Paisley treatment centre 0 11,263 35,100
Pocra Quay 6,390 6,401 7,993
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 0 0 3,340

Total number and volume of significant spills G4-EN24

Augean handles and treats a wide range of potentially polluting substances.  Spillages of oils, fuels, 
wastes and chemicals have the potential to result in contamination of the ground, surface water 
and ground water.  All polluting substances on Augean sites are handled under robust handling 
procedures on sealed surfaces and stored in contained areas.  Under the Environmental Permit 
significant spills must be reported to the Environment Agency.  A significant spill is considered one in 
excess of 200l. 
 
During 2018 there have been no significant spills at Augean sites.
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Average turnaround times (minutes) for waste vehicles at landfill Augean

Hazardous waste travels much greater distances to its disposal sites than non-hazardous waste, which 
tends to be managed within its locality. Augean is therefore committed to providing an effective and 
expedient disposal service that starts when the vehicle arrives at site. During 2005 we implemented 
target turnaround times at all our landfill sites. The turnaround target for bulk loads from arrival at site to 
departure is 25 minutes.  

 2016 2017 2018
Site Bulk loads % exceedance Bulk loads % exceedance Bulk loads % exceedance

ENRMF hazardous landfill  
and soil treatment centre 30.49 36.00 32.03 48.00 40.68 48.00
Port Clarence landfill 18.84 8.00 16.82 2.00 12.16 2.00
Thornhaugh non-hazardous 
 and SNRHW landfill 22.08 22.00 19.49 18.00 19.07 15.00

The increase in exceedances at ENRMF is due to the reduction in the amount of waste going directly to 
landfill and a change in the waste mix arriving on site for treatment. The site handled a lot more APCr 
in tankers and curtain siders which requires more handling which takes significantly longer than tipper 
lorries. The sludges and dredging wastes delivered in tippers take longer to eject their loads because of 
the physical nature of the wastes. Finally, with increased process equipment on site traffic management 
is of utmost importance and therefore during busy periods, the numbers of vehicles allowed on site are 
controlled for safety purposes. This means vehicles are held by the traffic controller prior to allowing them 
on site.
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Number of client complaints Augean

Site 2016 2017 2018
Aberdeen recycling and treatment centres 0 0 0
Avonmouth treatment centre 3 3 0
Cannock treatment centre 0 0 0
Dundee  N/Ac N/Rec 0
East Kent high temperature incinerator 0 0 0
ENRMF hazardous landfill and soil treatment centre 0 0 1
Hull N/Rec 2 0
Industrial Services 0 0 0
Paisley treatment centre 0 0 3
Port Clarence landfill 0 0 0
Port Clarence waste recovery park 0 0 0
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 0 0 0

The low level of customer complaints recorded historically across the group was maintained during 
2018 with 4 customer complaints recorded across all sites in the group, three of these were at the 
Paisley site and one at ENRMF, these were rectified quickly to the satisfaction of the customers within 
agreed timescales.  

Percentage of complaints responded to verbally within one day target Augean

Our complaint procedures require a verbal response to a complainant within one day of receipt. This 
facilitates a greater understanding of their grievance which assists us in determining a programme of 
action to resolve the issue.

During 2018, all customer complaints were responded to verbally within 24 hours of receipt.   

Percentage of complaints responded to in writing within 28 day target Augean

Our complaint procedures require that we formally write to complainants within 28 days of receipt of 
a complaint. This enables us to communicate further with the complainant to reassure them that we 
have addressed the issue appropriately and to provide them with details of the effective corrective 
and preventative actions taken to prevent a reoccurrence.

All complaints received during 2018 at Augean were responded to within the 28 day target.

Quality and client service
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Turnaround for technical assessments and testing of wastes for acceptance Augean 
To ensure we provide an effective assessment service to our clients, our target for finalising 
technical assessments is within two days of receipt of adequate information (full characterisation and 
leachability results). The Augean laboratory was set up to ensure that our customers have a reliable 
and efficient waste acceptance criteria (WAC) testing service undertaken by experienced chemists 
who understand waste chemistry, legislation and management. The commercial laboratory standard 
for WAC testing is at least ten days. The Augean laboratory works to a target of a maximum of ten 
days.

Year % of technical assessments Average time for WAC % of WAC tests
 within two days testing (days) completed in ten days
2016 100.00 8.4 88
2017 100.00 7.6 96
2018 99.7 6.7 94

High standards of technical assessment service have been maintained in 2018 with 99.7% of 
technical assessments completed within 2 days.  

The laboratory continues to provide a high level of service delivery, with a continued decrease in 
average turnaround times for WAC tests to 6.7 days and completing 94% of the WAC tests within the 
10-day timescale, this was achieved whilst the volume of samples through the lab continues to grow 
with the business.

                                                                                                                   Key Performance Indicators
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Operations with local community engagement G4-SO1

Augean seeks to be an integral part of, and a good neighbour to, the communities in which it 
operates.  A group-wide programme of community engagement is operated which is tailored to 
the circumstances of the site and the interest of the local stakeholders.  This programme includes 
active participation in liaison committees, regular contact with community representatives, biannual 
newsletters and retaining a register of interested parties through which communications can 
be provided.  The Company has a policy to consult with local communities in respect of all new 
significant development in advance of making planning applications.  All sites within the Group have 
an open-door policy.

Site Liaison Community Development Community Other
 Committe Engagement subject of EIA Funding
  Programme
Aberdeen      Yes 
Avonmouth   Yes  Yes 
Cannock   Yes Yes Yes 
East Kent   Yes Yes Yes 
ENRMF  Yes Yes Yes Yes Monitoring data on 
      website, public 
      open days 
Paisley   Yes   
Port Clarence    Yes Yes Yes Groundworks NE 
      working party 
Thornhaugh  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant locations of 
operation G4-EC9 (partial)

Investment in businesses local to sites is a matter regularly raised by local communities, therefore 
Augean operates a policy of favouring local suppliers within a 10km radius of site where the standard 
of service and the quality of the goods is appropriate.  In 2018, 21% of our annual spend was with 
local companies.

Our Community
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Number of environmental grievances G4-EN34

Complaints are an indicator of our perceived and actual impact on our local community by our local 
community, and indeed by other stakeholders.  Augean operates a Group-wide complaints procedure 
under the IMS.   Each complaint received is recorded, investigated and remediation action taken as 
appropriate. Numbers of complaints made to each of our sites are provided below from the full year 
after acquisition. 

Site 2015 2016 2017 2018
Aberdeen recycling and treatment centres 0 0 0 0
Avonmouth treatment centre 0 2 1 2
Cannock treatment centre 0 0 0 0
Dundee N/Ac N/Ac N/Rec 0
East Kent high temperature incinerator 0 0 0 0
ENRMF hazardous landfill and soil treatment centre 0 0 0 0
Hull N/Ac N/Rec 1 0
Industrial Services 0 0 0 0
Mark’s Quarry non-hazardous landfill 0 0 0 0
Paisley treatment centre 0 0 0 0
Port Clarence landfill 0 0 0 0
Port Clarence waste recovery park 0 0 0 0
Thornhaugh non-hazardous and SNRHW landfill 0 0 0 0

The two complaints at the Avonmouth site related to the presence of dirt on cars in the neighbouring 
storage facility.  Although not clear if the Augean site was the source, arrangements were made for 
cleaning of the vehicles. 

                                                                                                                   Key Performance Indicators
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Workforce diversity survey G4-LA12 (partial)

To ensure we understand the state of diversity and equality within our Company we conduct a 
workforce diversity survey annually, the results of which are presented below:

   2015 2016 2017 2018
  Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
Management Board 8 1 9 1 10 1 7 0
Senior Manager 44 10 59 11 45 12 33 8
Manager/Assistant Manager/ 
Supervisor/Team Leader         50 8 38 6
Frontline Operations (Engineer, 
Chemist, Driver, Operator) 185 7 204 5 257 4 210 5
Customer Services/Administration 4 41 6 47 9 39 12 33
Total 277 67 318 74 371 64 300 52
  
Augean operates an equal pay policy, hence salaries are determined by job function and ability 
throughout the Group for each employee category. G4-LA13

Total number of new employees and employee turnover by age group, gender, and 
region G4-LA1 (partial), Augean

Augean monitors personnel data to determine staff turnover, with a view to appraising the 
effectiveness of our approach to personnel development and welfare. Augean considers that a high 
staff turnaround is potentially an indication of a dissatisfied workforce; similarly, from a low turnover it 
can be deduced that workforce is mainly satisfied with working conditions. 

                                           New Employees                  Leavers
 2015 2016 2017 2018 2015 2016 2017 2018
Scotland 21 61 46 68 44 54 29 46
England 48 78 5 45 14 35 96 156
Male 52 117 46 91 55 76 95 175
Female 17 22 5 22 3 13 30 27
under 30 years old  43 11 33  23 28 41
30-50 years old  66 28 60  44 57 98
over 50 years old  30 12 20  22 40 63
Turnover     16.8% 16.5% 29.48% 68.00%

The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development Resourcing and Talent Planning Survey 
2017 states an average of 16.5% turnover; Augean turnover in 2018 was 68.00%, this reflects the 
significant re-structure that the company undertook during 2018 to change from a business unit 
structure to a functional structure. 

Our People
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Percentage of advertised vacancies filled internally Augean

Augean takes pride in developing and investing in our employees. We have had success with bringing 
individuals up through the Company to allow them to fulfil their potential and career aspirations. All 
vacant posts are advertised internally.  We are growing fast however, not all positions can be filled 
internally, but this indicator is still useful to demonstrate organic growth and skill development within 
our company. The percentages of advertised vacancies filled internally are presented below:

 % filled internally
Vacancy details 2015 2016 2017 2018
Middle management 20 40 25 40
Senior management 20 28 50 0
Supervisory 0 83 67 0
Sales 0 25 25 75

The 2018 figures demonstrate Augean’s increasing success in its commitment to progression and 
development within the business

Amount of money invested in training per head Augean

We believe that investing in the personal development of our employees is fundamental to the 
sustainability of our Company. 

Year Training expenditure
          per head
2015 £495.00
2016 £900.00
2017 £524.00
2018 £462.00

The reduction in training expenditure reflects the focus on cost control during 2017 following a 
restructure of the business Augean is committed to training of its staff and in 2017 a number of senior 
managers undertook a six-month leadership development programme. 

                                                                                                                   Key Performance Indicators
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Average hours of training per head GA-LA9 (Partial)

Maintaining and improving our employees, particularly through training, expands their knowledge and 
is a key element in their development. Access to training opportunities can also support progress in 
other areas, such as contribution to motivating improvement at the personal and Company level.

 
Training hours per head

 2016 2017 2018

Management Board N/Rec 2 3
Senior Manager N/Rec 28 32
Manager/Assistant Manager/ 
Supervisor/Team Leader N/Rec 38 25
Frontline Operations (Engineer,  
Chemist, Driver, Operator) N/Rec 33 35
Customer Services/Administration N/Rec 22 34
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Quality and client service continued

This policy sets out our core commitments to be a 
responsible and sustainable business which are reported 
annually in our Corporate Social Responsibility Report. 
the Policy provides a framework of objectives to reduce 
our effects on the environment, to ensure the health, 
safety and welfare of our personnel, stakeholders, 
contractors, visitors and the public as well as maintaining 
client satisfaction through service excellence, across the 
Group.  The policy is driven from top level in the Group 
through Directors and Managers to every employee 
and is reviewed at regular intervals.  The policy is made 
available to all interested parties including contractors and 
is published on our web site.

We strive to achieve our sustainability commitments by 
satisfying all legal and other compliance obligations as 
a minimum; by continually improving the management 
system; and through following these key principles:

Health and Safety
• Recognising that our employees are our greatest asset 

and their health and safety is a top priority for the 
Group

• Ensuring the health and safety risks arising from our 
activities are well controlled and injuries and ill health 
are prevented

• Sustaining a safe and healthy working environment 
by providing and maintaining appropriate plant and 
equipment; providing safe systems of work; and 
ensuring safe storage, use, handling and transport of 
substances

• Providing all required instruction, information, training, 
supervision and other relevant health and safety 
information to employees, visitors and contractors 
to ensure health and safety risks arising from our 
activities are controlled and injuries and ill health are 
prevented

• Making available, as necessary, safety and protective 
equipment at no cost to employees 

• Complying with all applicable legal and other 
requirements as a minimum.

• Preventing injury and ill health to employees and 
others who may be affected by our activities.

• Engaging and consulting with employees on day-to-
day health and safety conditions and providing advice 
and supervision on occupational health. 

• Maintaining effective emergency response procedures 
for potential incidents including, but not limited to, fire, 
major spillages or uncontrolled emissions.

Quality
• Applying a consistent management focus on quality 

including monitoring performance
• Motivating our employees to take ownership of their 

work and communicating the importance of customer 
satisfaction

• Understanding our customers’ goals, embracing them 
and delivering to their expectations

• Providing ongoing training to advance the skills of our 
employees

• Identifying and solving problems to avoid compromising 
the quality of our services. 

Environmental
• Setting clear objectives and regularly monitoring 

progress against them
• Recognising that the minimum acceptable level 

of environmental performance is that stipulated in 
environmental legislation

• Protecting the environment by seeking to avoid and 
reduce the pollution of air, water and land that may 
result as a consequence of our activities 

• Promotion of sustainable transport alternatives to, from 
and between Augean sites

• Ensuring that activities and building developments are 
sensitive to visual amenity and the local community, 
and the impact on ecology and wildlife habitats is 
benign, if not beneficial 

• Providing suitable environmental training for 
appropriate personnel and promoting the general 
environmental awareness to all staff

Operational improvement and corporate objectives shall be 
set on an annual basis and our performance is monitored 
through audits and inspections.  We pursue a programme 
of continual improvement in all aspects of our business to 
achieve this high level of regulatory compliance and client 
satisfaction.  

Our Directors are committed to protecting and improving 
the working environment and employee health and safety 
by seeking continuous improvements and periodic review 
of our management policies and objectives.

Each employee has a responsibility for their own safety 
and that of fellow employees and visitors, along with the 
obligation to meet health & safety and environmental 
regulations, and provide a quality service to our customers

Delivery of this policy is a business priority.  Consistent 
with our whistleblowing policy, we encourage employees 
who have any concerns regarding compliance with this 
policy to report this directly, and if necessary anonymously, 
to Gene Wilson (the Management Board champion for this 
policy), who will investigate the matter confidentially. 

Jim Meredith
Executive Chairman
6 July 2018

Appendix A                                                                                                                                              

Health, Safety, Environment and 
Quality Policy
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This Report has been prepared “in accordance” with the GRI G4 Guidelines at Application level C. We have prepared this 
Report with due diligence and transparency.  We welcome any comments or inquiries regarding the information presented.  
Table 1 below shows which G4 indicators and material aspects we cover in this Report and where to find them. 

G4 Indicator Description Page Comment

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
G4-1 Chairman statement  3 

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
G4-3 Name of the organisation. Cover page, 
  3 
G4-4 Primary services. 11-13 
G4-5 Location of the headquarters. BC 
G4-6 The number of countries where the 
 organisation operates. IFC 
G4-7 The nature of ownership and legal form. 10 
G4-8 The markets served. 11-13 
G4-9 Scale of the  organisation. 10 
G4-10 Number of employees by employment contract  16
 and gender.  
G4-11 Collective bargaining agreements.  No agreements are in place 
   within Augean
G4-12 Supply chain. 15 
G4-13 Significant changes during the reporting period .
 regarding size, structure, or ownership.   
G4-14 Whether and how the precautionary approach. 
 or principle is addressed by the organisation. 22 
G4-15 Externally developed economic, environmental, 
 and social charters, principles, or initiatives the 
 organisation subscribes or endorses. 14 
G4-16 Association memberships. 14 

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-17 Operational structure of the organisation, including 
 main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, 
 and joint ventures. 11-13 
G4-18 How define report content and aspect boundaries. 
 How implemented Defining Report Content principles. 4-5 
G4-19 Material aspects. 24 
G4-20 Material aspects within the organisation. 24 
G4-21 Material aspects outside the organisation. 24 
G4-22 Effect of restatements. 24 
G4-23 Significant changes from previous reporting period. 24

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

GRI Index

Glossary

                                                                                                                                             

GRI Index
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G4 Indicator Description Page Comment

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
G4-24 Stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation. 8-9 
G4-25 How these stakeholders are identified and selected. 8-9 
G4-26 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including 
 frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder 
 group. 8-9 
G4-27 Key concerns raised through stakeholder engagement, 
 and how the organisation responded. 8-9 

REPORT PROFILE
G4-28 Reporting period. 5 
G4-29 Date of most recent previous report. 5 
G4-30 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.). 5 
G4-31 Contact point for No questions regarding the report 
 or its contents. 5 
G4-32 Table identifying the location of the Standard 
 Disclosures in the report. 55-59 
G4-33 External assurance statement. 24 

GOVERNANCE
G4-34 Governance structure of the  organisation. 13-15 

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56 Describe the organisation’s values, principles, standards 
 and norms of behaviour such as codes of conduct and 
 codes of ethics. 54 

G4 Indicator Description Page Comment

Economic Performance
G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed. 25
 
Market Presence
G4-EC5 Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared 
 to local minimum wage at significant locations of operation. 19 100% 

Procurement Practices
G4-EC9 Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant 
 locations of operation. 49 (partial)

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

CATEGORY: ECONOMIC

GRI Index continued

                                                                                                                                                 GRI Index
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G4 Indicator Description Page Comment

Energy
G4-EN3 Energy consumption within the  organisation. 43 
G4-EN4 Energy consumption outside of the  organisation.    
G4-EN5 Energy intensity. 444
  
Biodiversity
G4-EN11 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or 
 adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high 
 biodiversity value outside protected areas. 36-37 
G4-EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, 
 and services on biodiversity in protected areas and 
 areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas. 36-37 
G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored. 37-38 
G4-EN14 Total number of IUCN red list species and national .
 conservation list species with habitats in areas affected 
 by operations, by level of extinction risk. 38-40
 
Emissions
G4-EN15 Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 1). 41(partial) 
G4-EN16 Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 2).  To commence reporting 
   from 2019
G4-EN18 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity. 42 
G4-EN21 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions. 43 (partial) 

Effluents and Waste
G4-EN22 Total water discharge by quality and destination. 45 
G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. 44 
G4-EN24 Total number and volume of significant spills. 45 
G4-EN25 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated .  
 waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the   
 Basel Convention 2 Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and    
 percentage of transported waste shipped internationally.  

Compliance 
G4-EN29 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
 non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 
 environmental laws and regulations. 35 

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL
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G4 Indicator Description Page Comment 

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms
G4-EN34 Number of grievances about environmental impacts 
 filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance 
 mechanisms. 50 

Employment
G4-LA1 Total number and rates of new employee hires and 
 employee turnover by age group, gender and region. 51 (partial) 

Occupational Health & Safety
G4-LA5 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal 
 joint management-worker health and safety committees 
 that help monitor and advise on occupational health 
 and safety programs. 26 
G4-LA6 Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, 
 lost days, and absenteeism, and total number of work 
 related fatalities, by region and by gender. 28-31 
G4-LA7 Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases   During the past eight years 
 related to their occupation. 26 there have been no 
   fatalities or reportable 
   Occupational Diseases 
   identified.
G4-LA8 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements   No agreements are in place
 with trade unions.  within Augean

Training and Education
G4-LA9 Average hours of training per year per employee by  53 (partial)    
 gender, and by employee category.  
G4-LA11 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
 and career development reviews, by gender and by 
 employee category.   

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
G4-LA12 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of 
 employees per employee category according to gender, 
 age group, minority group membership, and other 
 indicators of diversity. 51 (partial) 

   

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

CATEGORY: LABOUR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK

GRI Index continued
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G4 Indicator Description Page Comment 

Equal Remuneration for Women and Men
G4-LA13 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to 
 men by employee category, by significant locations 
 of operation. 

Labour Practices Grievance Mechanisms
G4-LA16 Number of grievances about labour practices filed,   No formal grievances
 addressed, and resolved through formal grievance   have been filed in 2018
 mechanisms.
  

Local Communities
G4-SO1 Percentage of operations with implemented local 
 community engagement, impact assessments, and 
 development programs. 49 

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

CATEGORY: SOCIAL - SOCIETY
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Glossary

ANSS Augean North Sea Services Ltd
APCR Air Pollution Control Residues
BAT Best Available Technique
BSI British Standards Institute
CCS Compliance Classification Scheme
COTC Certificate of Technical Competence
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility
DEFRA Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
EA Environment Agency
EfW Energy from Waste
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment
ENRMF East Northants Resource Management Facility
EPR Environmental Permitting Regulations
ESA Environmental Services Association
ESOS Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme 
GA Green Alliance
GHG Greenhouse Gas
GRI Global Reporting Initiative
HRMC HM Revenue & Customs
HSE Health and Safety Executive
IUCN International Union for Conservation of Nature
IMS Integrated Management System
IOSH Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
ISO (9001; 14001) International Standards Organisation
LCF Landfill Community Fund
LLW Low Level Radioactive Waste
LTI Lost Time Incident
NORM Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials
OHSAS (18001) Occupational Health and Safety Accreditation Scheme
PAS (99) Publicly Available Specification
PPC Pollution Prevention Control
RIDDOR Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
SCCOP Supply Chain Code of Practice
SEPA Scottish Environment Protection Agency
SPA Special Protection Area
UK United Kingdom
UKAS United Kingdom Accreditation Service
UVDB Utilities Vendor Database section of Achilles
WAC Waste Acceptance Criteria

Glossary



Augean PLC
4 Rudgate Court
Walton
Wetherby
West Yorkshire
LS23 7BF

Contacting Augean
To find out about how Augean can help
your business call us on 01937 844980
or email us at contact@augeanplc.com
to arrange for a sales adviser to call you.


